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Question 1 	 [25 marks, 3+2+4+4+4+4+4] 

(a) 	A survey was conducted by UNISWA students to find .out the monthly consumption of water per 
household 	in a city during the recent summer: The data below shows consumption of water from 

households: 

Cubic metres per month: 

342 426 317 545 264 451 1049 

631 512 266 492 562 298 


(i) Compute the mean, median, and mode. 

(ii) Looking at the distribution of the spending, which measures of location do you think are best 
and/or worst7 Why? 

(iii) Compute the standard deviation. 

(b) 	The manager of a shop (store AB) wants to study characteristics of customers. In particular he 
decides to focus on two variables: the amount of money spent by customers on clothes and whether 
the customers have one child, two children or more than two children. The results from a sample 
of 70 customers are as follows: 

Amount of money spent: x SZL 213.40, s = SZL 92.20 
37 customers have only one child 
26 customers have two children 
7 customers have more than two children 

(i) 	 Set up a 95~o confidence interval estimate of the population mean amount spent at the shop. 

(ii) 	 Set up a 90% confidence interval estimate of the population proportion of customers who have 
two children. 

If the manager of another shop wants to conduct a similar survey and does not have access to the 
information generated by the manager from the store AB. 

(iii) 	If he wants to have 95% confidence of estimating the true population mean amount spent in 
his store to within ±SZL 15.00 and the standard deviation is assumed to be within SZL 100, 
what sample size is needed? 

(iv) 	 If he wants to have 90% confidence of estimating the population proportion of customers who 
have two kids to be within ±O what sample size is needed? 

Question 2 	 [25 marks, 2+7+2+6+2+2+2+2] 
(a) 	The following relates to the number of tourist arTivals in thousa (Y) in Swaziland from the UK 

and the gross domestic product of Swaziland in SZL billion (X), reflecting the level of economic 
development over the period 1986 to 2000. 
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Number of observation = 

L-Y = 756 
L-x 108 
L- y2 48,522 

= 1, 020 

(i) Assuming a linear relationship as follows 

y = Po + 

What is the expected sign of P1? Why? 

(ii) 	 Use the least-squares method to find the regression coefficients, ,80 and Pl. 

(iii) Interpret the meaning of the slope coefficient. 

(iv) 	 Determine the coefficient of determination, r2, and interpret its meaning. 

(v) 	 From (iv), what is the correlation coefficient? 

(vi) 	 Predict the number of tourist arriving in Swaziland when the level of income in Swaziland is 
SZL 15 billion. 

(b) 	A nightclub obtains the following data on the age and marital status of 140 customers. 

Marital status 
Single Married 

(i) What is the probability a customer is married and under 25? 

(ii) 	 If a customer is under 25, what is the probability that he or she is single? 

(iii) 	 Is marital status independent of age? Explain your answer. 

Question 3 	 [25 marks, 3+3+3+3+13] 

The following payoff table indicates profit (in SZL) for a particular product, which will result from each 
of three alternative decisions assuming either high ,or low demand of the product. You may assume there 
is an 80 % chance of high demand and a 20% chance of low demand. 

High Demand Low Demand 
Decision 1 150,000 -50,000 
Decision 2 120,000 20,000 
Decision 3 80,000 50,000 

Briefly describe what is meant by each of the following decision-making criteria: 

(a) 	The maximax criterion 
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(b) 	 The maximin criterion 

(c) 	 The minimax regret criterion 

(d) 	 The expected value criterion 

Using each of the criteria above, determine which decision- should be chosen. Show your workings and 
explain your answer in each case. 

Question 4 	 [25 marks, 10+6+9] 

A furniture manufacturer produces two types of desks: Standard and Executive. These desks are then sold 
at SZL3000 for the Standard type and SZL3300 for the Executive type to an office furniture wholesaler; 
there is an unlimited market for any mix of these desks, atleast within the manufacturers production 
capacity. Each desk has to go through four basic operations: cutting of the timber, joining of the pieces, 
pre-finishing and final finish. Each unit of the Standard desk produced takes 48 minutes of cutting time, 2 
hours of joining, 40 minutes of pre-finishing and 4 hours of final finishing time. unit of the Executive 
desk required 72 minutes of cutting, 3 hours of joining, 2 hours of prefinishing and 5 hours and 20 minutes 
of final finishing time. The daily capacity for each operation amounts to 16 hours of cutting, 30 hours of 
joining, 16 hours of pre-finishing and 64 hours of final finishing time. It costs the furniture manufacturer 
SZL2600 and SZL2800 to produce one unit of Standard desk and one unit of Executive desk respectively. 

(a) 	 Formulate the linear programming model for this problem. 

(b) 	 Plot a graph indicating and labelling clearly all the constraints, the feasible region and the corner 
points for the LP problem. 

(c) 	 Determine the product mix that will maximise the total revenue using the corner point method. 

Question 5 	 [25 marks, 4+2+8+2+3+2+2] 
(a) 	 It is claimed that the amount donated to charity varies by district. To investigate this you find data 

from a random sample of individuals in Hhohho and compare this to a random sample of individuals 
from Manzini. The amounts donated per month (in SZL) are recorded in the following table: 

Mean 97.42 201.19 
Standard Deviation 115.546 205.645 

Let /.11 represent the population mean monthly donations for Hhohho and fJ2 the population mean 
monthly donations for fv';anzini. 

(i) 	 Is there evidence that the mean monthly donations in Manzini is greater than SZL 195? Perform 
an appropriate test (use the 5% significance level). 

(ii) 	 Combine the two sample standard deviations to obtain a "pooled" sample stand deviation. 
Sp. 
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(iii) 	 Does a com parison of the two samples reveal individuals living in Manzini donate more compare 
to individuals living in the Hhohho region? To answer this conduct a 2-sample t-test (use the 
5% significance level). 

(b) 	A report by Grant Thornton suggests the mean basic salary for bosses the largest UK compan 
(FTSE 100 Executives) was 583,291 in 2014. Assume the standard deviation was 451,151. Assume 
the population is normally distributed. 

(i) 	 What is the probability that a randomly selected boss has a salary between 1 million and 1.S
million 7 

(ii) Ten percent of bosses have a salary of how much or less7 

You obtain a random sample of basic salary for 5 FTSE 100 Executives. 

(iii) Find the standard error of the sample mean salary. 

(iv) What is the probability that the sample mean is than 620,0007 

(v) 	 What is the probability that the sample mean differs from population mean by more than 
100,0007 

Question 6 	 [25 marks, 2+4+6+3+2+4+4] 
The following table gives details of a garage building project. It lists all activities involved together with 
any immediately preceding activities and the time in days required to complete each activity. 

Immediately 
Preceding 

Activity Oescri ption Acivities Ouration(days) 
A Obtain bricklayer 10 
B ~ig the foundations 8 
( Lay the base B 1 
0 Build the walls A,( 8 
E Build the roof 0 3 
F Tile the roof E 2 
G Make window frames 3 
H Fit the window frames O,G 1 
I Fit to frames H 1 
J Fit the door E 1 
K Paint doors/windows I,J 2 
L Point the brickwork 0 2 

(a) 	 By looking at the precedence table can you identify whether or not a dummy activity will be necessary 
when drawing the network. Explain. 

(b) 	 Draw a network for the garage building project. 

(c) (aleu the earliest event time and latest event time for each node. 

(d) 	Find the shortest total duration for the project. 
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(e) 	 Determine the float for activity. 

(f) 	 Identify the critical path(s) through the network. 

(g) 	 describe what is meant by a 'Gantt Chart' and explain its uses in relation to a project such 
as the one above . 

• 
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF STATISTICAL TABLES 

rn 

TABLE 1 

The standard normal distribution (z) 

This table gives lhe area under the 
stand,mi normal curve between 0 and z 

z - N (0: I) 

TABLE 2 

The t distribution 

This table gives the value of tl'lIlol 

where II is the degrees of freedom 
Le·R=P[t2t 1 /

1"">,;::,-1 ('111ft) 
I-·~""'l"'~~:·-~ 

o l{Ir)!") 
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TABLE 4 (a)TABLE 3 

F distribution = 0.05)The Chi-Squared distribution (Xl) 

The entries in this table are critical values This table gives the value of X-"dO(QI 
n.nsof F for which the area under the curvewhere tlfis tbe degrees of freedom 

___Ji'!f!1~~'1:!~==::~ ____ ,...to the right is equal to 0.05. Le.;. 1'[X'>X1 

() F(rlr".df,,,OOS) 

--..J 
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TABLE 4 (a) continued APPENDIX 2: LIST OF KEY FORMULAE 

F distribution (n = 0.05) 
'MEAgU~E~:OF:CENTRALLbtATION 

Arithmetic mean UIIC{l'Olll1ed dafa 

tx, .3.1- /''''1
X=-n-' 

Mode Grot/ped data 

=0 -I- ).) 
1110 

Median Gmupeel data 

.) ')M =0 -I- J • ..... 
(' 11ft' 

co I 
Lower ({u .. rUle Grollped da/:a 

c(~-f( <J)o =0 -1---_.. 3.7 
-] q] f" 

Upper quartile Grouped data 

n -I- 3.8 

Geomeh·je mean UllgrDul'cd dota 

(;M V:I:] x XIX XIX ... X 3.'1 
" 

Weighted Grouped data 
arithmetic mean 

x J..S 

dafa 
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Multiplication rule dCjJl'l1dl'llf. CVC/l(S,MEJ\'SURESdFbl~PERSi()rtAN[) SKEWNESS P(A/R) x 	 4.S 

('vl'llfsRange Range 	 Maximum value Minimum value + 1 

::\~ - X , + 1 3.9 
 4.() 

max tlllll 

n! =n factorial 11 x (/1 - 1) X (11 2) X (11 - ')) X ". x 3 x 2 x 1 4.8 
Val"imu:e Mathcmatical 1!I1!]muped data 

,
s- ;;: 3.]0 Permutations 

11 
P 

I 
::: 	 4.10 

Compr!l.atiollrlI rill (1/ Combinations 	 4,)1 

, _. nx l 


s- = 3.11 

;!P'(t8'B~~'itjTYHISTRIBlItlbNS' 

Standard s = 	 3.12 
deviation 

Binomial :::: "C< p"(l p)'1!.<1 for x n, 1, 2, 3, ... , n 5. ) 
distribution 

>( •. .. ,. ,.).- ~I~! _ i X(,Coefficient of CV = f: x J00')'0 .3.13 1 :X. SUU,( SSt 5 - xi (Il- .1')1/ I()rx 0, 1,2,)'., /I 
variation 

\0 	 Binomial Mean JI, lip 
desl:rilltivc Standard deviation (J = ~-(J) 	 S.2

Pearson's 	 3.1411l- 1I(1l 2)s' meaSlU'CS 

l~ocmdent of 


skewness 
3 (Mean

s(I :::: (approximation) .3.15 Poisson P(x) ::: ror .\' = n. 1, 2, 3 ... S. '3 
I' distribution 

:~~pWO'aXBtllfy"cijN~~pis'" 
Poisson MCClll (I, =a 

_ p(AnB) descriptivc Standard deviation (r = VIf S.4 
CondiHonal 4.2pm) measures 

IlJ'obahili ty 


Standard normal Z 
X-I' 

5.f, 
probability

Addition mlc NorHllllUHlIIy exclusive cvenls 
U B) =peA) + P(B) peA rI 	 4..3 

cxclusiv(' (,VCllts 

P(A LJ HI P(A) + 	 4.4 



·cbr.iFIDENcEiNYERvAls Paircd I.-test (,-stat = '). '} 

where ILl/ 
Single mcan n largc; variancc known 

(J 

X-Z"'F.C$I{,$X+Z 7.1 and 8,/= 

(lowcrlimit) (upper !lrnitJ 

Difl'crcnces 
n small; variance ullknown x

bctween two z-8tat = ~~===;=c==~ where fi 1/ <J.RPz _ 8 _ proportionsx- t("-Ihr,r :0:: II, <;; X + 1(", I) Vif 7.2 


(lower limit) (upper limit) 


Chi-Squared x2-stat = 10.1 

Single prOI}orlion j1- z ";iT.'5p+z 7.3 
(lower limit) (upper limit) 

Overall mcan :\' = 11.2 

i"/Hr~dT~Es~stESTS 
Total sum of 

S(jum'cs (SSTotal) = 2: 2: (XII 113Single mcan i!ariallce knowll , I 

X-I' 
z-stnL -,,- 8.1 _ ':\,)2SST IIA

-::tIl 

Varial1ce /II1/mOWI1; h small 

SSE = 2: 11.St-stat I', 8.2 
:.?IT 

SSTotal SST + SSE ll.hIJ-tr
Singlc proportion 8.3i-siat::-; ~rr(l -rr) 

_. 'I 

MSTotal = 11.7
IV 

~ 
lY.ll.I...-7..L 

means z-siai 9.1 

MSE 11.9N-Variances unknown; '1/ and nl small 

t-stilI where s: = 9.2 _. MST
P-.''tt,ui lUI)- I\1SE 


